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Slime Queen, Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girl (Purple Cover): A quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids who love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite slime recipes, track ingredients, materials and note down ideas. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating and experimenting with all kinds of
slime, mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to keep track of all your creations.. A great gift to encourage children's play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your
kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screentime on responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices
fighting for their attention.Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play.The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea
for Christmas! Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
Making slime isn't just fun. It's also a great way to learn about chemistry! Through simple text written to foster creativity and problem solving, students will learn the art of innovation. Large, colorful images show students how to complete activities. Additional tools, including a glossary and an index, help
students learn STEM concepts, new vocabulary, and locate information.
When ancient alien technology is found on a colony world, when robot soldiers from an eons-old interstellar battle restart their war in a highly populated sector, when a global computer system starts to break down or take over, in goes the Starfleet Corps of Engineers. Overseen by Captain Montgomery Scott from his
office at Starfleet Headquarters, the S.C.E. can build, rebuild, program, reprogram, assemble, reassemble, or just figure out everything from alien replicators to to doomsday machines. Just don't expect them to perform miracles -- unless they have to. The U.S.S. Enterpriseè has defeated a gigantic marauding starship
from parts unknown. Now that the immediate threat has been neutralized, the S.C.E. has been called in to probe the vanquished hulk in search of both new technology and the secret of its origin. Lieutenant Commander Geordi La Forge has temporarily transferred from the Enterprise to assist Captain David Gold and the
crew of the S.C.E. ship, the U.S.S. da Vinci, on this fascinating mission. La Forge works with Gold and his top-of-the-line group of technical specialists to unravel the high-tech mysteries of the supposedly dead alien vessel, only to discover that the real danger has just begun!
How to Make Slime the Fun Way!Book for Kids:25 DIY Slime Recipes with PicturesCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Slime Recipes for Kids
Slime Recipe Notebook: Fun Recipe Journal for Boys and Girls
Slime Time
The Book of Slime
All You Need to Know to Make the Perfect Slime
The Fluffy Slime Fiasco

A heartwarming story about learning to love cats (and friends) of all stripes! When Natalia Flores finds a lost cat with a litter of newborn kittens, she is desperate to keep one of them. Whether or not her mami says yes to a new pet, the rest of the kitties will need homes -- and Natalia has the purrfect plan.With help from her friend Reuben, Natalia starts an anonymous online account to find each cat the right owner. But as her
classmates apply, her matchmaking scheme gets more complicated. And when her former best friend Meera applies for a kitten, Natalia doesn't know what to do. Will her attempt to spread kindness help heal their friendship, or simply tear her and Meera further apart?
The Way Lined Notebook is a fun notebook for Travelers, Nature Lovers of all ages !The journal measures 5.06x7.81 inches in size with 100 pages for taking notes in class, working out homework problems, journaling, keeping a diary, writing down dreams and ideas, doodling, writing down slime recipes, and so much more!This book makes an affordable birthday gift, Christmas present, stocking stuffer, Valentine's Day
gift...t's a great size for carrying in bags and backpacks
Want to improve your DIY slime making? Take notes and keep a record of what you did! The Slime Recipe Notebook, Fun Recipe Journal For Boys & Girls. is a quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids to record and rate their favorite slime recipes. Track ingredients, materials and rate your results all in a handy noteook. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating and experimenting with all kinds of slime, mess and
goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to keep track of all your creations.. A great gift to encourage children's play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook and slime recipe journal. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of
writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have some quiet
creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention. Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas!
Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook Title section for your creations Ingredients section Method and process Rating Section Results Additional notes Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and variations, for kids and adults too!
Provides a guide to using the powerful and mysterious red ore in Minecraft, including how to mine it, breakdowns of redstone items, and tips for wiring and engineering.
The Book of Slime - a Kid's Guide on How to Make the Best Slimes of All Time
DIY- Slime Guide
Jacob & The Blue Jewel
A Marriage in Burmah
Masanobu Tsuji’s ‘Underground Escape’ from Siam after the Japanese Surrender
I am sure that you have all the information that you need to make slime at home! The different recipes for making slime that are given in this book are quite easy to not just understand but follow as well. Making slime is a fun process and it is a cool sensory activity. Ensure that while using borax, you are careful with it,
and if kids are following the recipe, keep a close eye on them. When you are making slime, you will notice the changes that the simple ingredients undergo and end up creating a different product altogether. The different chemical properties of the ingredients used react with each other and end up creating a fun
substance. Slime! Making slime is a great way to teach children about the viscosity of different ingredients. For instance, by adding more borax, saline, or any other activator, the slime becomes stretchier, and assumes a rubber-like texture. Now, all that you need to do is start following the simple recipes given in this book
to make slime at home! Well, once you get the hang of how slimes are made, you can start experimenting with different ingredients and come up with new slimes! So, let your imagination run wild! So, What are you waiting for? Go ahead and Grab this Book Now and start making some great Slime using the recipes from
this Book!
Here's what you, the fans, have demanded for decades! An anthology featuring original Star Trek, Star Trek: The Next Generation®, Star Trek: Deep Space Nine®, and Star Trek®: Voyager™ stories written by Star Trek fans, for Star Trek fans! After a lengthy competition that drew thousands of submissions; these
astounding stories, written exclusively by brand-new authors, were selected for their originality and style. These eighteen fantastic tales rocket across the length and breadth of Federation time and space, from when Captain Kirk explored the galaxy on the first Starship Enterprise™, through Captain Picard's U.S.S.
Enterprise 1701-D and Captain Sisko's Deep Space Nine to Captain Janeway's Voyager, with many fascinating stops along the way. This all-new volume contains stories by: Landon Cary Dalton, Phaedra M. Weldon, Keith L. Davis, Dayton Ward, Dylan Otto Krider, Jerry M. Wolfe, Peg Robinson, Kathy Oltion, Bobbie Benton
Hull, Alara Rogers, Franklin Thatcher, Christina F. York, Vince Bonasso, Patrick Cumby, J.A. Rosales, jaQ Andrews, Jackee C., and Craig D.B. Patton. Find out what happens in the Star Trek universe when fans -- like you -- take the helm!
Just A Girl Who Loves Softball & Slime: Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girls A simple, quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids with imagination who love slime, softball, team sports play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook and slime recipe journal. The perfect accessory for writing
down slime recipes, ingredients and techniques. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young
children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have
some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention. Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slimemaking occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and
variations, for kids and adults too!
Aeschylus (ca. 525-456 BCE), the dramatist who made Athenian tragedy one of the world's great art forms, witnessed the establishment of democracy at Athens and fought against the Persians at Marathon. He won the tragic prize at the City Dionysia thirteen times between circa 499 and 458, and in his later years was
probably victorious almost every time he put on a production, though Sophocles beat him at least once. Of his total of about eighty plays, seven survive complete. The first volume of this new Loeb Classical Library edition offers fresh texts and translations by Alan H. Sommerstein of Persians, the only surviving Greek
historical drama; Seven against Thebes, from a trilogy on the conflict between Oedipus' sons; Suppliants, on the successful appeal by the daughters of Danaus to the king and people of Argos for protection against a forced marriage; and Prometheus Bound (of disputed authenticity), on the terrible punishment of
Prometheus for giving fire to humans in defiance of Zeus. The second volume contains the complete Oresteia trilogy, comprising Agamemnon, Libation-Bearers, and Eumenides, presenting the murder of Agamemnon by his wife, the revenge taken by their son Orestes, the pursuit of Orestes by his mother's avenging Furies,
his trial and acquittal at Athens, Athena's pacification of the Furies, and the blessings they both invoke upon the Athenian people. The third volume collects all the major fragments of lost Aeschylean plays.
Slime Time 2
Aeschylus: Oresteia. Agamemnon ; Libation- bearers ; Eumenides
Star Trek: The Belly of the Beast
Just a Girl Who Loves Slime - Purple Cover: Fun Play Journal for Boys & Girls: A Blank Lined Notebook for Kids Play, Games and Fun
Slime Making
Just a Girl Who Loves Unicorns & Slime, Fun Play Journal for Boys & Girls: A Blank Lined Notebook for Kids Play, Games and Fun.
Slime Queen, Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girl (Pink Cover): A quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids who love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite slime recipes, track ingredients, materials and note down ideas. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating and experimenting with all kinds of slime,
mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to track of all your creations. A great gift to encourage children's play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to
write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on
responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for
their attention.Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play.The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas!
Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
My fourth book of stories' is perhaps the most exciting book yet! In addition to 18 stories' about amazing animals' this book also contains volume 13, a special collaboration with 6 stories' about amazing machines. If your children enjoy stories about animals or if they prefer machines they will love this book.
Enjoy!
Getting Your FREE Bonus Download this book, read it to the end and see "BONUS: Your FREE Gift" chapter after the conclusion. Slime Making 25 Slime Recipes And Troubleshooting Tips Trends and crazes come and go, though every time one descends upon society, it seems that it is never going to end. There are those trends
that were popular before and are making a comeback, then there are those trends that seem to just come out of nowhere and everyone gets on board with them. Either way, a trend is a trend, and you have to do what you can to keep up with it. Some trends are easy, fun, and great to be part of, and you want to encourage
your kids to do it. Those things kids do that promote creativity and having fun without the aid of electronics is more than you can ask for - and you leap at the chance to do it. One such trend is the slime trend. The trend created with simple ingredients yet provides your children with hours of playtime and fun. It
seems there the solution is more simple than anything you could ever ask for, and this craft is the answer you have been looking for. And that's where this book comes in. In it, you are going to discover a variety of slime recipes that you can make with your kids. They are fast, easy, and safe for children of all
ages, making it possible for you and your children to enjoy this hobby together, giving you the results you want, and unplugging your family from the electronics you want to get them away from. It's a win all around, and you're going to get everything you've been looking for with these crafts. Get ready to change the
way your children spend their afternoon, and unlock creativity for them all over again. In this book you will: Learn how to make a variety of slime recipes Create slime with your kids, or allow them to take charge and make their own Have fun and create a variety of slimes that you can enjoy And much, much more!
Download your E book "Slime Making: 25 Slime Recipes And Troubleshooting Tips" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!
This is a standalone, but the recipes are correlated with topics found in standard texts, and make use of MAPLE (Release 7). As a reference text, or self-study guide this book is useful for science professionals and engineers.; Good for the classroom correlates with topics found in standard classical mechanics
texts.; This book makes use of the powerful computer algebra system MAPLE (Release 7) but no prior knowledge of MAPLE is presumed.; The relevant command structures are explained on a need-to-know basis as the recipes are developed, thus making this a standalone text.
Erik and the Gods
Minecraft®TM Redstone for Beginning Players
Diary of a Reluctant Psychic
Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of an Elusive Age - Strategy Guide
The Way Lined Notebook: Cute Travelers, Naturelovers Journal with Lines 100 Pages 12. 85 X 19. 84 Cm Boys Teens Kids Men Women
Slime Queen, Fun Play Journal for Boys & Girl, Purple Cover: A Blank Lined Notebook for Kids Play, Games and Fun

&quote;Yes I see dead people. I see them, I hear them and I feel them, I also feel people's pain and see it inside my head. I'm not proud of it, I don't like it but I can't make it go away.&quote; Her secret life was now out in the open.
A classic of Danish children's literature, translated into over a dozen languages.. Winner Best Children's Book and PEN award The Norse Gods have been fighting an endless war with the Giants and now they re growing weak and losing their powers, so the God of Thunder, Thor, travels to earth to find help. He asks Erik, an ordinary teenage boy, to go on a secret
mission to Asgard and the Land of the Giants. Once in the Land of the Gods, Erik has to train to gain the skills to outwit and outrun the Giants. Together with Thor s daughter, Trud, Erik ventures to the Land of the Giants to search for magic apples - the only thing which can revive the dying Gods. But time is running out. Can they rescue the Goddess and prevent
Ragnarok, the End of the World? Reviews "Erik and the Gods: Journey to Valhalla is an exciting retelling of Norse myths and legends that many of us have most likely heard of at some point in our lives. The author brings old myths and legends vividly to life with his story and whisks readers off on a magical adventure into the epic world of Norse mythology where
adventure abounds. I was positively surprised by this novel, because it has the feel of an epic adventure due to the author's way of writing about the various Gods and their deeds in a marvellous way. The author effortlessly evokes a sense of an adventure and makes sure that his readers are having a good time." **** - Seregil of Rhiminee "When the great hammerwielding Thor whisks Erik off to Asgard, the boy finds himself in a new (and very ancient) world preparing to embark on a perilous quest. It will be an action-packed journey on a mythological scale, with Gods and giants, with monsters and magical knives, with dragons and wolves and serpents, with treachery and heroism. Olsen's breathless new adventure is
filled with the old stories, which it conjures back into life an exciting and original introduction to one of the greatest of all mythological universes." --Daniel Hahn, Oxford Companion to Children's Literature "Famous myths and legends burst into life again when 13-year-old Erik is enlisted to help out the Norse gods, now fallen on hard times. His adventures that
follow are in the same epic league as Tolkien's The Lord of the Rings, but delivered with a lighter touch as Erik brings in his own modern perspective to all he sees and hears now going on around him. Packing each chapter with incident and extraordinary detail concerning everyday life in Valhalla, the ancient home of the gods, Lars-Henrik Olsen provides readers
of all ages with an unfailingly good-humoured feast for the imagination. Published thirty years ago in Danish, this wonderfully entertaining story, the first of four involving Erik, richly deserves a wider audience today." --Nicholas Tucker, Rough Guide to Children s Books "Lars-Henrik Olsen s epic novel of Erik s adventures with the Viking gods is a main reason why
the powerful tales of Norse mythology continue to be shared by generations of Danes. When, as a young teenager, I first encountered Erik and the Gods, I discovered what would become a lifelong passion for fantasy and, not least, reading. I am delighted that this novel has been translated into English for the first time and will be available to a whole new
generation of readers." --Jakob Stougaard-Nielsen, UCL Scandinavian Studies Lars-Henrik Olsen is a Danish author. His writing spans both children's, youth and adult books. He has written over 70 books including non-fiction about animals and nature, Nordic mythology and several historical novels. His books have been translated into a total of 13 different
languages and sold millions of copies. He also helped found the Panda Club for the World Wildlife Fund. His novel Erik and the Gods: Journey to Valhalla (Erik Menneskeson) was awarded The Danish Children's Book Award in 1986. A film is now being made of the book in Denmark.
Just another normal day in New Jersey for microbiology grad student and cannabis connoisseur, Peter Sharpe: kung fu at the dojo with his best friend Walter, preparing for his first real job, and trying to remain cool in a cruel world. That is, until a creepy cat lady shows up at the local waterpark carrying a freakish disease. Can Pete and his girlfriend Liz survive this
waterlogged outbreak of zombie terror? Can Walter learn how to drive and also save his friends? And can any of them really function from inside their THC haze?
Become a slime-making pro! Like cooking, but way more fun! Try these recipes with your friends or in your own kitchen lab. Stretch, twist, and squish all kinds of crazy ingredients together and watch them transform into your favorite fidget toy¿ slime!
Connecticut Off the Beaten Path®
Slime Queen, Fun Play Journal for Boys & Girl, (Pink Cover): A Blank Lined Notebook for Kids Play, Games and Fun.
Comprehensive Beginner's Guide to Learn the Art of Making Fluffy, Stretchy, and Colorful Slime for Kids
DIY Tutorials for Crunchy Slime, Fluffy Slime, Fishbowl Slime, and More Than 100 Other Oddly Satisfying Recipes and Projects--Totally Borax Free!
Additional Amazing Animal Adventures
And The Fluffy Slime Fiasco
Just A Girl Who Loves Slime (Pink Cover): A quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids who love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite slime recipes, track ingredients, materials and note down ideas. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating and experimenting with all kinds of slime, mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to keep track of all your creations.. A great gift
to encourage children's play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing to develop the required
muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention.
Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook Beautifully Printed
Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
Just A Girl Who Loves Slime (Purple Cover): A quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids who love playing with slime. Use it to record favorite slime recipes, track ingredients, materials and note down ideas. Perfect for kids with imagination who love creating and experimenting with all kinds of slime, mess and goo. Glitter slime, fluffy slime, unicorn, whatever it is use this book to keep track of all your creations.. A great
gift to encourage children's play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing to develop the
required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their
attention. Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook Beautifully
Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and color variations for kids and adults too!
By popular demand, we've combined a multitude of our DIY Slime Recipes and Slime Coloring Book images, to create an ultimate slime book that is one of the most unique slime books on the market today. A DIY SLIME RECIPE and COLORING BOOK with OVER 25 creative pages to create your own DIY slime projects and colorful slime art. Ooey gooey slime images are fun to color and are a great way to imagine the
possibilities you have when you make your own slime or just want to doodle some slime coloring images. After experimenting with our slime coloring set of images, use our slime recipes along with your color changing slime kit to make your latest art come to life. FUN RECIPES FOR EVERYONE: Our Classic, Fluffy, Magnetic, Glitter, Floam, Flubber, Unicorn, Shampoo, Sand, Hazelnut and Clear Slime Recipes are sure to
please. CATERED TO DIY SLIME KIT PROJECTS: Each recipe and coloring page is designed to help you relax, stay inspired, stay focused and open up your imagination to perform your next DIY slime kit project. ANY AGE OR SKILL LEVEL: Perfect gift for a toddler or an adult and for any slime making skill level. Get your slime containers ready for some pretty awesome slime from any family member. VERSATILE RECIPES:
Use your choice of coloring, craft tools and slime supplies (slime beads, borax, non-borax, baking soda, white school glue, saline, contact solution, boric acid, styrofoam, polystyrene beads, corn starch, corn flour, shampoo, sand, glitter glue, crayons, gel pens, markers, colored pencils, glitter). DISTINCTIVE: A large collection of recipes and artwork in one book that you won't find in any normal slime book! Great birthday
gift, Christmas gift, or gift for any occasion. 8.5 x 11, Slime Green Book Cover
Over 30 delightfully gloopy, gooey, colorful DIY recipes will mesmerize youngsters by showing them how to make slime. Play, poke, push, pull, and pop fabulous easy-to-follow slime recipes. They are all tried and tested by our slime experts, so you don't have to search the vast digital plains for the perfect recipe. Create monster slime with googly eyes, bite into some yummy edible chocolate slime, and see the rainbow
with unicorn slime. All projects in this kid's book are shown with clear step-by-step images and a vibrant image of the final product in all its slimy glory! Learn the science behind these slime creations with amazing fun facts and carry on the fun with recipe variations. The latest in addictive kids' activities, making your slime is the ultimate sticky and squidgy fun. All slime recipes are borax-free, and with online recipes
varying so drastically, it's nice to know that your slime-y masterpieces will come out perfect on the first try. Making slime is currently one of the most popular trends for children, with some homemade slime videos reaching 30-million views. With 30 recipes, The Slime Book includes more variations than any slime book available, and all recipes use safe and readily available ingredients. Science information boxes add an
educational element to the book without detracting from the fun. Ideal for children ages 5-9 who are new to the slime trend or who are already obsessed with slime and looking for new, funky recipes. Get Ready To Slime! From basic slime to edible, textured, glow-in-the-dark, and color-changing slime - there's something for everyone! Kids will be mesmerized and "slimerized" by the book's gloopy, gooey, colorful slime
recipes. Create a volcanic slime eruption, gross-out your friends with snot slime, and tuck into tasty chocolatey slime. Simple step-by-steps and vibrant photographs show how to create awesome slime, every time. Each recipe uses safe, readily available ingredients, so you can start pulling and poking straight away. Get ready to become slime extraordinaire, making: - Glitter slime - Pompom slime - Alphabet slime Glow in the dark slime - Magnetic slime - Dinosaurs in Amber slime and much more! This book was such a hit that DK released a second "slimetastic" title! Try Super Slime next, packed with another 30 innovative recipes your little ones will love to try!
33 Recipes for Stretchy, Twisty, Squishy Fun!
Star Trek: Strange New Worlds I
High Water
Book 1 of the Slime Girl Adventures
A prose translation of Virgil's Eclogues and Georgics, by an Oxford Graduate
Ultimate Slime

SLIME ADDICT Are you stressed/bored, then try this simple way to make SLIME and play with it. SLIME is one of the best stress buster right now. Why don't you try to make it yourself and bust your stress? SLIME ADDICT is the step by step guide to making your own SLIME at home. There are many kinds of slime recipes are available like Glitter Slime, Shiny Slime, Magnetic Slime, Clear Slime,
Jelly Slime. etc.. So, SLIME ADDICT will help you to make slime with very easy and simple steps. So, get your hands on SLIME and have some real fun with it.
Just A Girl Who Loves Unicorns & Slime: Fun Play Journal For Boys & Girls A simple, quality ruled 110 page notebook for kids with imagination who love slime, unicorns, play and creative DIY. Present them with their very own unique themed notebook and slime recipe journal. The perfect accessory for writing down slime recipes, ingredients and techniques. A fun gift for slime birthdays Christmas
and all occasions! Encourage your kids to write! Journals and notebooks are a great way to encourage young children to develop the habit of writing and explore their creative side with good old pen, pencil and paper. Many young children are failing to develop the required muscular dexterity and control for effective writing due to too much screen-time on responsive devices and tablets. Themed
notebooks that inspire their passions and interests are a wonderful way to encourage them to start writing, journalling, doodling, drawing. Help them have some quiet creative time, be more focused, less distracted and take a break from apps, games and tech devices fighting for their attention. Use this notebook for fun games, at birthday parties, halloween, school dress-up events and throughout
the year. Adults can of course buy these too as an accessory for any slime-making occasion, as a fun gag at the office, for work or play. The perfect little gift or stocking-filler idea for Christmas! Features: Themed title page with space for the owner to write their name 110 page lined Notebook Beautifully Printed Gloss Cover Please see our other Journals and Notebooks for more fun themes and
variations, for kids and adults too!
Life was not possible on that watery world except on the Hundred Islands. The Empire of Arelia ruled them all - all except one. Peldain was entirely covered with a forest so impenetrable and so deadly that all attempts to explore it were disastrous. Then a man came out of that jungle - a human - who told the Arelians that at the center of the island a secret kingdom flourished. There was nothing for
it but to organise an expedition. However deadly the alien forest might be, if one man could get out, an army could get in. So Lord Vorduthe landed and began the assault on the great green enemy. Nobody could have foreseen the horrors with which the forest defended itself. Nobody could have foreseen the price that would be paid by Vorduthe's men. And only Vorduthe himself would learn the
incredible secret of the island...if his mind could stand it.
Jacob is unhappy after moving to a new school, not only has he left his friends behind but he is bullied by one of his school mates. Then he stumbles over a curious blue stone and it sets him on an adventure that takes him to another land.
Just a Girl Who Loves Slime - Pink Cover: Fun Play Journal for Boys & Girls: A Blank Lined Notebook for Kids Play, Games and Fun
The Forest of Peldain
Short Stories For Kids
Just a Girl Who Loves Softball and Slime, Fun Play Journal for Boys and Girls
A Blank Lined Notebook for Kids Play, Games and Fun
A Notebook for Kids Play, Games and Fun
Master Builder Power Up! Level 1 provides everything you need to know to start using Redstone successfully in MinecraftTM. Starting with explaining the basics and the items associated with Redstone, Level 1 concludes with step-by-step instructions for beginning builds that will test your skills and amaze your friends. Try your hand at building a working doorbell, potion dispenser, trapdoor, and more in this beginner’s guide to
Redstone.
Connecticut Off the Beaten Path features the things travelers and locals want to see and experience––if only they knew about them. From the best in local dining to quirky cultural tidbits to hidden attractions, unique finds, and unusual locales, Connecticut Off the Beaten Path takes the reader down the road less traveled and reveals a side of Connecticut that other guidebooks just don't offer.
First published in translation from the Japanese in 1952, and long out of print, Colonel Tsuji’s account of his escape into Thailand from the Japanese surrender in Bangkok in 1945, and then finding his way into China before returning to Japan in 1948, is a remarkable story, which has its place in the military history of the period.
A guide to enhancing the appearance of gardens covers such garden features as walls, fences, paths, steps, patios, ponds and fountains, ornaments, furniture, and greenhouses, and includes advice on materials and maintenance
25 Slime Recipes and Troubleshooting Tips: (DIY Slime, DIY Slime Recipes)
The Slime Book
Making Slime
The Ultimate Guide to Mastering Circuit Power!
Random Acts of Kittens: A Wish Novel
Computer Algebra Recipes for Classical Mechanics
"Do you want to spend fun time with your kid full of creativity and imagination?" You are at the right place then! I am also a mother and realized that if activity is combined with colorful characters and story telling, then the time flies with the kid. Slime making is the hot activity right now, but more importantly different types of slimes exposes
your child with color combination, creativity, freedom of selection, possibility and much more. All these activities whether with slime making or any other, when done along with parents or siblings also instills team spirit and navigation skills in your kid. This book presents 25 Do It Yourself (DIY) slime making recipes drawn by me which will
make the process enjoyable and relatable for you. All the slimes are represented as colorful characters which will make an impression on the kids mind and he/she could relate it with things of similar shapes and colors. Inside you would find: Basic Slime Level 1 Slime - (a) Glass Slime (b) Fluffy Slime (c) Flubber (d) Monster Slime(e) Blood Slime
(f) Fart Slime (g) Galaxy Slime (h) Glow in the dark Slime (i) Liquid Gold Slime(j) Bag of Fish Slime Level 2 Slime - (a) Avalanche Slime (b) Bubble Gum Slime (c) Butter Slime (d) Cloud Slime (e) Color Changing Slime (f) Floam Slime (g) Iceberg Slime (h) Magnet Slime (i) Sand Slime (j) Slime Bouncy Ball (h) Slushee Slime Edible Slime - (a) Jello
Slime (b) Nutella Slime (c) Laffy Taffy Slime In addition to this I would be also sharing additional recipes and updates with you. So, come and enjoy fun filled and colorful times with your kid! Cheers!
Who knows what makes playing with slime so tactually satisfying. Whatever the reason, Ultimate Slime is here with over 100 borax-free recipes invented by the CraftySlimeCreator, Alyssa Jagan. Written by Alyssa Jagan, popular Instagram slimer of @CraftySlimeCreator fame, Ultimate Slime makes creating gorgeous, satisfying slime easy!
You’ll see how to do everything you need to create a world of slime in a rainbow of colors and incredible textures. Your slimy journey will start with some basic recipes, including kid-safe slime, then you will learn to make fluffy slime, clear slime, slushy slime—more than 100 recipes and projects in all. Then you can supercharge your slime by
adding vibrant colors and all kinds of awesome mix-ins to create confetti slime, iceberg slime, floam—there are no limits to what you will create! Don't miss your chance to create unique kinds of slime that you never thought were possible. All are completely borax free, and all come directly from the mind of the @CraftySlimeCreator herself,
Alyssa Jagan.
Slime Girl, book 1 of The Slime Girl Adventures Jessie loves slime! Trying out new recipes and slime experiments is her favorite pastime. When fate causes a military experiment to mix with Jessie's slime experiments, something truly magical happens. Jessie finds her six slimes have come to life. One for each color of the rainbow, and each with
its own unique ability. Come along, as Jessie discovers all the possibilities of her miraculous slimes. Being a 5th grader gives Jessie a lot of opportunities to try out her new slime powers on her classmates in a positive way. Jessie will be forced to learn her powers quickly, as putting a stop to bullying becomes the least of her worries. For there
was a seventh slime that came to life that day. Unlike Jessie's slimes, this one has sinister motives, and Jessie is the only one who can stop it.
An epic battle between Light and Darkness is about to begin as the Luminary awakens on his 16th birthday. Join a diverse cast of characters as you traverse the world of Erdrea on a quest to discover why you've been branded the Darkspawn and the many mysteries of the Luminary. The most complete guide for Dragon Quest XI: Echoes of an
Elusive Age features all there is to do and see in the world of Erdrea. A step-by-step walkthrough featuring every item, quest and side activity illustrated with gorgeous screenshots. Version 1.2 - Differences between the original game and the Definitive Edition - Walkthrough for all Tickington Locations - Deep dive for all characters, including a
suggested build for each one - Locations of every in-game recipe - Full Walkthrough of the main storyline - Coverage of every quest - All mini-games blown open
A Guide to Unique Places
Book for Kids:25 DIY Slime Recipes with Pictures
Diy Slime Recipes and Coloring Book for Your Diy Slime Kit
Journey to Valhalla
Slime Addict
A Novel
Sometimes you're bored in your house on a rainy day not too sure what you could do. You want something fun that's easy to do while being able to have fun and spend time with your family and friends. Well here we have an fun book on how to make slime in only ten steps! And it has a story too! This book is about a girl, Christine, who has her cousin come over for a
sleepover on a rainy day, and then they realize they have nothing to do. Then her and her cousin discover a secret lab where they learn and teach her brother an easy way to make fluffy slime! All while having fun and getting quality fun time together. Christine Burgado is Virginia's youngest author. She wrote her first book when she was only 6 years old. She is
currently a multiple-time author. She thought it was important that kids know the importance of helping the less fortunate.This book gives us an example of a girl and how she uses her mind to help others around her, spreading kindness and taking action in making the world a better place."Slime time is about family spending time together while making something
fun to play with, as well as easy simple steps to learn how to make slime!" If that's what you're looking for then this book is for you!
The Garden DIY Expert
Slime Girl
Notebook
Master Builder Power Up! Level 1
How to Make Slime the Fun Way!
Classic, Fluffy, Magnetic, Glitter, Floam, Flubber, Unicorn Shampoo, Sand and Hazelnut Slime Recipes
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